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Project Real Students Helps Those in Need

March 25, 2013 – Middle Tennessee State University’s spring Project Real experiential learning class has offered to help local business, Journey’s in Community Living, with web and promotional content.

Under the instruction of Clare Bratten a team of eager young writers and videographers has offer their time to lend a hand to Journey’s in Community living.

Journey’s in Community Living, formerly Rutherford County Adult Activity Center, is a service to adults living with intellectual disabilities. They are focused on helping those individuals live independently and with minimal help. They offer job assistance with onsite training as well as homes in the community.

“We are very excited to work with the students at MTSU,” exclaims Vicki Baldwin, Journey’s representative.

“This is a great opportunity, which will give us valuable real life experience doing what we love,” states Jeremy, an MTSU student in the Project Real program.

Journey’s in Community Living is committed to supporting adults with intellectual disabilities in choosing and realizing their visions of where and how they live, work and socializes. All persons with intellectual disabilities, regardless of the severity of their disabilities, should have the same right to life, liberty and pursuit of happiness as anyone else.

Contact: William Moore Jr.
MTSU Project Real writer
901-674-1134
Wm2e@mtmail.mtsu.edu
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